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Gently, slowly with expression and rubato

Based on extracts from the poem The Vision of Skulls by William Combe (1742-1823).
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What is Matter, what is Spirit?

What are the powers which they inherit?

What, what is Matter?

What, what are the powers which they inherit?

To live as Brother should...

Answer, clear and full, if I could.

Answer clear and full, if, if I could.

Answer clear if I could.

---

*Dynamics apply to all parts.
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It is a metaphysical doubt, How the mind frisks about...

Grasping a friend, a

It is metaphysical How the mind frisks, and plays about...

Grasping a friend, a

It is metaphysical How the mind plays about...

Grasping a friend in warm embrace, in warm embrace, I'd rather sleep without These Dreams, These Dreams.

Grasping a friend, a

friend in warm embrace, in warm embrace, I'd rather sleep without These Dreams, These Dreams.

friend in warm embrace, in warm embrace, I'd sleep without These Dreams, These Dreams.